
North Sister/ SE Ridge
Trip Report

Date: October 1, 2022
Summit: 10,085’
Elevation Gain: ~5,100’
Round trip: ~16 miles
Team: Shonee Langford (leader), Chris
Leesman (assistant), Scott Phillips
(assistant), Eric Jacobson, Gregory
Adelman, Ashley Nakashimada
Photo album: North Sister 10/1/22

Having already tried the Obsidian approach, I asked several of our climb leaders for
their opinions and beta on the SE Ridge approach (hat tip to Bryon and Gabe in

particular). They convinced me it was worth a
try. Personally I enjoyed this approach on the
way up. The route stays on or near the
ridgeline most of the way to the intersection of
the SE Ridge and South Ridge, with some
interesting route finding and scrambling. But at
the tail end of a long day, with tired legs, I
found it far less enjoyable to hike, slip and slide
our way down the SE Ridge. I prefer the
descent on the Obsidian side and will most
likely climb from that side in the future.

Before leaving home, I asked team members
to prepare for up to 16-18 hours on the
mountain: “I’m not saying it WILL take that
long, but it COULD for any number of
reasons.” Spoiler alert: it took us 18 hours
(4am to 10pm).

One of our team members (Scott?) said the Mazamas were scheduled to be on the
mountain too. I should’ve checked their calendar.

At the “terrible traverse,” we set a fixed line and left it there for our descent. I had
expected the Mazamas to do the same and now wondered if they were ahead of us or
had already tagged the summit and descended.

https://photos.app.goo.gl/S891fhuZGaBrKYhdA


As the team gathered at the base of the bowling alley, we took refuge in an alcove to
climber’s right to avoid periodic showers of ice and small rock. Other climbers had left a
coiled rope where we gathered, suggesting they were still above us, but we were
unable to communicate with them. When the ice showers paused for a while, I began
climbing to set another fixed line, staying as far right as possible to avoid being pelted.
About midway up the bowling alley I clipped into the large boulder that serves as a
lower rappel station. From there I could see two climbers preparing to rappel down
towards me. Long story short: it was the Mazamas, there were six of them, and our
team had to wait for them to rappel and clear out before we could bring everyone up.

We waited at least two hours while the clock kept ticking towards our appointed
turnaround time. When the route was clear, we made a team decision to continue our
summit push, knowing we would pass our turnaround time but would still have enough
daylight to descend to easy terrain before breaking out the headlamps. From the top of
the bowling alley, it’s a short, fun scramble to the true summit on surprisingly solid rock.
This was the first North Sister summit for everyone except Scott. Woohoo!



We had a single 60m
rope, which would only
get us halfway down the
bowling alley with a
standard double-strand
rappel. I was concerned
about the second rappel
station, because the main
boulder and everything
around it was covered in
ice chunks. It would be
difficult and potentially
dangerous to have the
team gather there, so a
single strand rappel to the
bottom of the bowling
alley seemed like the only
safe solution.

At first I thought that might mean leaving the rope behind, until Scott pointed out that
everyone but the last climber could do a single strand rappel to safely exit the bowling
alley one-by-one, then the last climber could do two double-strand rappels without the
hazard of having climbers above kicking down ice/rocks. That’s exactly what we did. To
many of you more experienced climbers that probably would have been obvious, but I
was VERY grateful I could turn to and learn from Scott in that moment.

Scott rappeled first, and he, Gregory, Eric and Ashley continued back across the
summit traverse and started down the SE Ridge as Chris and I made our way down
behind them. We were able to communicate via radio and caught up to the rest of team
about a third of the way down the SE Ridge. Soon we reached our gear/water/snack
stash in a small cave at the base of a gendarme known as The Castle. Daylight soon
faded into darkness and we hiked the last few hours by headlamp.

We had a strong team, including two 2022 climb school grads, Ashley and Gregory.
Thanks to all of them for a memorable day of climbing on the Queen of Choss.

For anyone else interested in attempting this mountain, I recommend reviewing John
Godino’s detailed beta here: Everything You Need to Know About North Sister. If you’re
interested in trying the SE Ridge, hit me or Bryon up for beta.  – Shonee Langford

https://www.summitpost.org/everything-you-need-to-know-about-north-sister/870367

